Pink flowers
Pink material
Bark and branches
crystals
vessel for water
matches
sage
rosemary
fire proof pot/cauldron
bird feather
white candles
soil/access to a garden
Pink Himalayan Salt

Fiery Spices (any will do)
Mat or cushion
Fav tea and cup
Tarot/Oracle cards
Mirror
Incense

Make a Full Moon Cake, charm with
good intention and mix in a clockwise direction.
Decorate your bath with pink quartz crystals, white candles.
Make a Moon Bath potion of pink salt, rose petals, flowery essential oil,
coconut flakes- just use what you have.
Cleanse your oracle/tarot cards before using
Make a loose leaf flowery tea
Dress your altar with pink and white aesthetic
to amplify the vibration of love.
Light a fire/candle to burn your manifestation/wishes in

collect
materials that represent the 4 sacred elements. Tonight you
will be working with all 4 (5 including spirit)

I release:
I declare:
I manifest:
I forgive:
I let go of:

During your moon ritual and earth prayer, work with sacred elements
in order starting at North. Place a candle in all 4 directions. Light a
candle as you go. Ground yourself with feet on the soil or hands in
soil or touching a plant.
Place objects that represent the sacred elements, in their positions.

Print out, cut and place on your altar so you can read and meditate on each element
as you go. Each element has a different colour associateD with it, so you may want to
colour them in as well.

To the North, I harness the power of the
earth to nourish, protect and empower me.

To the East, I harness the power of air to
enhance my wisdom, memory and
communication.

To the South, I harness the power of Fire, to
ignite momentum, courage and inspiration.

To the West, I harness the power of water, to
deepen my dreams, intuition and healing
powers.

To the centre, I connect to my spirit to
remind me of my inner magic, my divine
spark and connection to all that is.

